Mind Mapping
A Critical Analysis of Active
Diagrams in Architecture
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Abstract
The diagram is a tool used by a range of disciplines
to communicate and understand ideas. Modernism
redefined the scope of the diagram in architecture
but its use and definition remain vague and varied.
There is no universal understanding of its role
within architectural theory or practice. The term
“architectural diagram” refers to different types
of diagram, which leads to the conflation of their
individual benefits and purposes.
The author concentrates on one specific type of
architectural diagram, the Mind Map, which allows
its creator to investigate, test and generate ideas.
Through examining the process and purpose of
making Mind Maps, the author shows how they
can be used within the design process, using an
example from her own work.
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Introduction
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1.1
Research and collation of data

The need to represent an idea
or set of ideas graphically

DIAGRAM
Externalises an idea

STATIC DIAGRAM

ACTIVE DIAGRAM

A diagram which externalises
an idea in order to demonstrate
or convey the idea to an
audience.

A diagram which externalises
an idea in order for the author
to construct an understanding
for
herself
through
the
investigation and testing of the
idea.

Fig.1.01 Diagram of Diagrams

What is a Diagram?

A diagram is a graphic representation of an idea
or network of ideas. It can have two functions.
Both require research and the collation of data,
and both serve to externalise ideas. In one, the
diagram externalises ideas so that the author can
investigate and test them. The author designates
this as an Active Diagram. In the other, the diagram
is used to convey or demonstrate ideas to others.
This is designated as a Static Diagram. The two
functions are frequently conflated, but they are
different. This thesis concentrates on the former:
the Active Diagram as a tool for investigation and
testing. The author examines the role of the Active
Diagram when used within an architectural context
to understand the process and purpose of making
an architectural Active Diagram.
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1.2

Methodology

This thesis is in four parts.
“The Diagram in Context” serves as an introduction,
providing a historical and theoretical context for
the diagram, within which the role of the Active
Diagram in architecture can be understood.
“Making a Mind Map” demonstrates how a type
of architectural Active Diagram can be created
to understand context through a process of
investigation. It follows the process of making a
diagram called “LICRA vs Yahoo!” created by the
author as part of an ongoing project.
“The Purpose of Mind Maps” examines the purpose
of making architectural Active Diagrams.
“Conclusions” contextualises the use of Active
Diagrams within current architectural practice and
establishes why it is more important to architects
today than ever before.

Part One:

The Diagram in Context

2

A Short History of
Diagrams

C. 32000 BCE

1323-1382

The first examples of diagrams are the
Chauvet Cave Drawings which represent
relationships between humans and nature.1

Nicole Oresme, the Bishop
of Liseus, pioneered the
idea of plotting functions
in relation to each other
in order to develop
connections between them.9

C. 3000 BCE

It is believed that Stone Henge was
constructed over 1500 years, to map of the
movement of the sun.3

1493-1505

Da Vinci’s
Helicopter
and flying
machine, is
an example
of designing
through
diagrams.11

C. 200 BCE

The ancient Egyptians developed co-ordinates
to aid the laying out of towns. By 200 BC
something akin to latitude and longitude was
being used to map celestial systems.5

C. 300 AD

The Porphyian Tree, a diagram
created by the Syrian philosopher
Porphyry of Tyre,
shows a
hierarchical organisation to
thought, using the form of a tree
to structure ideas.7

C11th C12th
C10th

1546-1601

Tycho Brahe developed
a “mural quadrant”, to
study astronomy, which
covered an entire wall
of his observatory. 14

1619

The first
documented
use of the word
‘diagram’.16

1510

Da Vinci’s
diagram of
a foetus in
the womb.12

1796

Franz Joseph Gall made the earliest attempt to map the
human brain. His easy-to-understand diagram led to the
popularity of Phrenology.19

1837

Charles Darwin makes his first sketches of the
evolutionary tree, to show shared ancestoral
relationships.20

1858

Florence Nightingale designed the first rose
diagram.21

1884

Mulhall publishes the first Pictograms.25

1769

Joseph
Preistley,
designed
the first
timeline, as
a means to
visualise “life
spans and
important
historical
events”.17

1918-1933

Bauhaus movement27

1991

Toyo Ito refers to the work of Kajuyo
Sejima as “diagram architecture”,
sparking acedemic interest in
diagrams used within architecture.30

C20th C21st

C15th C16th
C17th C18th C19th

C13th C14th

The 10th Century saw the
development of the graph,
a precursor to the diagram. One of the
earliest examples of a graph depicts
the changing position of heavenly
bodies over time. It is also the earliest
example of the use of grids.8

1923

Freud diagrams the Id, Ego, Super-Ego.29

1921

The first flow chart was designed by
Frank and Lillian Moller Gilbreth as a
way of documenting work flow. Their
diagram demonstrated a relationship
between time and motion.28

c. 25 BCE

Vitruvius writes De
Architectura. Although none
of the drawings from his
works have survived, later
published editions speculate
and aim to recreate a series
of geometric diagrams.6

C. 1800 BCE

This Babylonian mathematical diagram,
carved into clay, utilises the principles of the
Phythagorus’ Theorum, thousands of years
before he lived.4

C. 6200 BCE

The earliest example of a map is that of Konya,
Turkey. Maps fall into the category of diagram,
as a form of representing a view or system of a
city that is never experienced by a human.2

1786

1487

Inspired by
Vitruvius’ work on
the dimensions
of architecture
in relation to the
human body, Da
Vinci’s designed
the Vitruvian
Man.10

William Playfair
invented several
methods to
graph statistics,
including,the bar
chart and line
graph.18

1570

Teatrum Orbis Terrarum,
the First Cartographic atlas
is produced by Abraham
Ortelius15

1543

Copernicus’ diagrams of
the heliocentric universe.13

1908

The First London Underground Map was
produced, showing locations in reference to
a system, rather than geographical layout.26

1881

Puck Maga ine invented the first iteration of
Emoticons, graphics to represent emotion.24

1880

John Venn invented the Venn Diagram.23

1869

Dmitri Mendeleev developed the Periodic table
when only 63 elements were known. 22

Fig.2.01 Historical Timeline

of the Development of
Diagrams
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The history of the Active Diagram is inextricably
intertwined with the Static Diagram. Both types
require data. As the collection and organisation of
data has become more sophisticated, so too have
both functions of the diagram.

Fig.2.02 Pre-Historic example of Static
Diagram

Fig.2.03 Stone Henge (c. 3000BCE)

Fig.2.04 Babylonian diagram scratched into
clay

Humans have always represented ideas through
diagram. The earliest examples date back to prehistoric
cave drawings through which ideas were demonstrated
to others1. Stonehenge (c. 3000 BCE), although three
dimensional, can be understood as a diagram - the
physical demonstration of an understanding of the
sun’s path2. Another early example is a Babylonian
diagram, carved into clay, which illustrates the
principles of ‘Pythagoras’ Theorem’ thousands of
years before Pythagoras.3 These examples are Static
Diagrams because, not only do they communicate
ideas to others, they also represent ideas that are
considered permanent: the existence of an animal,
the movement of the sun or a mathematical principle.
In contrast, an Active Diagram is able to consider
ideas which are transient and can be updated as ideas
evolve.
As the role of the architect developed, the diagram
as a tool within architecture also evolved. The earliest
architects used the Static Diagram to demonstrate an
understanding of other academic disciplines, thereby
asserting their “authority and qualification to design,
build and/ or theorise architecture”.4 Vitruvius (c.8015 BCE) considered architecture in relation to other
fields of study within his Ten Books of Architecture,
including astronomy, armaments and engineering
- what we call sciences. This 1521 re-creation of a
drawing by Vitruvius [Fig.2.05] depicts an elevation
interposed with layers of orthography, geometry and
mathematics. The drawing is not simply an elevation.
It is a Static Diagram because it was produced to
demonstrate how an elevation can be constructed
using scientific knowledge.

Fig.2.05 Cesare Cesaruno, 1521, Vitruvius:

Static Diagram of Milan Cathedral

22

For architects and scientists the diagram facilitates
the process of quantifying the observable world.
Science does not seek to imitate or represent what
can be observed (as art can be seen to do), but to
interpret, analyse and extract new understanding.
The architect straddles the gap between art and
science, using diagrams to represent, analyse and
design. The diagram is art because it is concerned
with representation; it is also science because it
investigates and tests.

Fig.2.06 Da Vinci, 1510, Foetal Drawings

Fig.2.07 Da Vinci, 1493-1505, Flying Machine
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Fig.2.08 Joseph Priestly, 1769, A New Chart of History

Fig.2.11 John Venn, 1880, The First Venn Diagrams

Fig.2.09 William Playfair, 1786, The First Bar Chart

Fig.2.12 Michael George Mulhall, 1884, The First

Vitruvius’ texts were lost and only rediscovered in
1414. The re-publication of his work was hugely
influential to many Renaissance pioneers, such as
Alberti, Michelangelo and Da Vinci.5 Da Vinci’s work
demonstrates the use of the Active Diagram. He
uses diagrams both to record research and to assist
invention, as a result of a process of investigation and
testing. For example, he used diagrams to document
and make discoveries in his foetal drawings and to
develop designs for his flying machines.
The 18th and 19th centuries were significant in the
development of collating and representing data, and
therefore drove the evolution of the Static Diagram.
This period saw the invention of the timeline, bar chart,
rose diagram, Venn diagram and pictogram.6 The
rose diagram, designed by Florence Nightingale, was
made possible by data collected during the Crimean
War documenting mortality rates. The existence
of such extensive data arose from governments
recognising the need for reliable statistics for
planning; and establishing the organisations to collect
them.7 Without them Nightingale could not have
substantiated her claims, nor would she have been
inspired to create this new form of representation. This
illustrates how the representation of data is linked to
the development of data collation techniques.

Fig.2.10 Florence Nightingale, 1858, The First Rose
Diagram

Pictogram Graphs
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Fig.2.13 OMA, 2006, Panoramic Diagrams of
the Evolution of the E.U.

Although these new types of diagram were Static
(being produced to disseminate knowledge), they are
significant to the development of Active Diagrams in
that they formulated new means of representation
commonly found within contemporary architecture.
For example, OMA used the timeline as the basis for
their “Panoramic Diagrams of the Evolution of the
EU”, and Joep van Lieshout used the pictogram as
a representational technique within his “Technocrat
Drawing”.
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The 20th century saw the birth of Modernism, and the
idea of function as the key driving force for design.
This changed attitudes towards the diagram as a tool
within architecture.
Oskar Schlemmer, a member of the Bauhaus
movement, created Active Diagrams which explore
the nature of dance. His diagrams, reducing motion
and form to simplistic line-work, demonstrate the
relationship between the figure, its movement and the
theatre. They are important to the development of the
Active Diagram, because they describe architecture
in terms of event, which operates in time and space,
rather than architectural form.8 The Bauhaus movement
also inspired the Pedagogical Sketchbook by Paul
Klee in 1925.9 In the book, Klee catalogues ways in
which to represent ideas diagrammatically. Klee’s
book, alongside his artistic work, is notable because
it investigates the use of abstracted signs, which point
to meanings through a process of interpretation.

Fig.2.16 Paul Klee, 1922, Twittering Machine

Fig.2.14 Joep van Lieshout, 2003, Technocrat
Drawing

Fig.2.15 Oscar Schlemmer, 1926, Diagram for
Gesture Dance

Fig.2.17 Klee’s Pedagogical Sketchbook
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Thus in the 20th century, diagrams were seen not just
as a way of demonstrating knowledge of empirical
data but as essential tools in the creation of the
built form. An understanding that buildings could
be diagrams began to evolve. This led to the term
“diagram architect” as coined by Toyo Ito in 1996 in
reference to Kajuyo Sejima. Ito observed:
“You [Sejima] see a building as essentially
the equivalent of the kind of spatial
diagram used to describe the daily
activities for which the building is intended
in abstract form.”10

Fig.2.18 Toyo Ito, 1995

Fig.2.19- 2.20 Kazuyo Sejima, 2011, Shibaura
House, Tokyo
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The diagram is now used extensively throughout
architectural practice and theory. Architects such as
Eisenman, Tschumi, and Libeskind have developed
the technique to their own ends. Tschumi uses the
diagram to document and catalogue events, in a
clear and legible way. Libeskind, by contrast, uses
diagrams to create complexity by layering historical
and geographical information to understand their
inter-relationships.
In the introduction to Diagram Diaries, R.E. Somol
states that
“…it is only in the last thirty years or so that
the diagram has become fully “actualised”,
that it has become almost completely the
matter of architecture”.11

Fig.2.21 Peter Eisenman, 1997, Diagrammatic
Model for the Virtual House Competition,
Berlin

He contends that the diagram’s potential as an
architectural technique has been fully realised.
Although diagrams have evolved significantly in
recent history, it is not true to say that their evolution
is finished. The diagram’s use and purpose have yet
to be universally defined. History has shown that with
each new development in data collation, the diagram
has developed with it. Since the development of both
functions of the diagram are intertwined with the
development of data collation techniques, then, in so
far as these techniques continue to evolve, so too will
the diagram.

Fig.2.22 Bernard Tschumi, 1982, Folie Matrix,
Parc de la Villette, Paris

Fig.2.23 Daniel Libeskind, 1979, Malador’s
Equation, Micromegas

3

Definitions of the
Diagram
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3.1
Anthony Vidler begins his essay “What is Diagram,
Anyway?” with the dictionary definition of the
diagram: “…something marked out by lines”.12
Finding the technical definition too vague, he
quickly dismisses it in favour of a more experiential
one: that the definition of the diagram is most
purely not in its appearance, but in its function. For
Vidler, that function is to represent meaning.
“But it is the function of these traces that
is important: a diagram serves something
else. It illustrates a definition, aids in
the proof of a proposition, it represents
the course or results of any action or
process.”13

The Diagram as an Icon: Peirce

Peirce is a semiotician. Central to his Sign Theory is
the relationship between the object which exists (eg.
a fire), the referent which refers to the object (smoke),
and the interpretant who observes the referent and
relates it to the object (the person who sees smoke
and thinks fire). Peirce refers to the process by which
signs are given meaning as “signification”.14
Peirce divided the referent into three distinct
categories: the “icon”, which directly imitates an
object; the “index”, which relates to the object via
a causal or experiential correspondence; and the
“symbol”, which has meaning attributed to it. Peirce
defined the diagram as a subclass of the icon.

This definition is significant, distinguishing the
diagram from a picture or scale drawing because
it does not imitate objects that may exist. Instead,
it seeks to understand the layers beyond the
tangible. The definition, however, does not
distinguish between Active and Static diagrams,
nor does it refer specifically to the diagram within
an architectural context.

referent

icon

Vidler builds his definition upon the three most
significant definitions of the diagram considered
within architecture. They were proposed by Charles
Sanders Peirce, Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze.
The following sections consider these definitions as
a means to create a new definition for the Active
Diagram as it is used within architecture.

index

object

Fig.3.01 Illustrated example of Peirce’s
Semiotic Triangle.

interpretant

symbol

Fig.3.02 The Icon, Index and Symbol
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3.2

This categorisation reduces the scope of the diagram.
To suggest that the diagram, like an icon, represents
only one object or phenomenon is wrong. One
advantage of the diagram over other means of
representation is that it can represent many interrelated objects. Moreover a diagram is able to retain
ambiguity through, for example, the use of symbols,
so that the signs contained within the diagram are
interpreted only in relation to other signs or the
context of the drawing. The diagram does not fit within
Peirce’s structure of icon, index and symbol. Rather, it
sits outside this structure, as a vehicle which contains
numerous referents and which is able to use the icon,
index or symbol at the creator’s will.
Diagrams are able to “mark out the internal and
external relations of their objects in a more abstract
way, analogously”15 and, in doing so, they are able to
make these relationships evident to the creator. The
Active Diagram, as an architect’s tool of thought, is
“productive”.16 It is not merely a representation of
an idea, but a mechanism by which those ideas can
be developed. “In this sense the diagram is both the
instrument of thought and its mirror”.17

The Panopticon as a Diagram:
Foucault

Foucault described the Panopticon as “a diagram
of a mechanism of power reduced to its ideal
form”.18 He changed the idea of the diagram within
the field of architecture in two ways. First, Foucault
expressed the idea that architecture can be
diagrammatic; that it can exist as the embodiment
of a function. This demonstrates how a diagram can
be active within architecture, as an essential tool
for designing an architecture which is concerned
with function. Vidler says Foucault bridged the gap
between the “classical and modern”.19
Second, Foucault’s work has been important for
diagrams in architecture by providing a platform
upon which Deleuze built one of his concepts of
diagram.

Fig.3.03 The Panopticon. From Romain, H.
1840, Project for a Prison
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3.3
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The Diagram as an Abstract
Machine: Deleuze

Some of the most influential contemporary
definitions of diagram were conceived by Deleuze,
who developed them based on the works of Bacon
and Foucault.
Discussing Bacon’s paintings, Deleuze writes that
the diagram is:
“the operative set of lines and areas,
of signifying and non representative
brush strokes and daubs of colour.
And the operation of the diagram, its
function, as Bacon says, is to ‘suggest’.
More rigorously, it is the introduction of
‘possibilities of fact’.”20
The purpose of the diagram, for Bacon, as
interpreted by Deleuze, is not to prescribe
interpretation, but to suggest possibilities, by
considering ideas together and in relation to one
another. The diagram introduces the author to
ideas, but does not dictate conclusions.

For Deleuze, the diagram is a tool to consider many
possibilities and relationships together, in a space
removed from formal structures of place and time.
For both Peirce and Deleuze, the diagram is a way
to construct reality. For Peirce, this is achieved by
“the acquisition of logical truths through a process
of refining thought” because reality is “asserted
by a true proposition”. Peirce uses the diagram
to uncover a logical truth. It is a tool to discover
what already exists but may not be apparent. For
Deleuze, the diagram is the machine that aids in
the construction of a new reality, which is able to
establish “new values”, not grounded in existing
truths.22
For Peirce, the truth exists and, therefore, the
opportunity for possibility is limited. Design is a
productive and creative endeavour. Therefore, for
architects, Deleuze’s idea that a diagram can be
generative is more applicable to the design process.
The Active Diagram must facilitate awareness not
only of existing, but possible new, ideas.

Writing on Foucault’s Panopticon, Deleuze defines
the diagram as:
“abstract machine…map of relations
between forces, a map of density and
intensity, which proceeds by primary
non-localisable relations and at every
moment passes through point, ‘or rather
in every relation from one point to
another’.”21

Fig.3.04 Francis Bacon, 1969, Three Studies
of Lucien Freud

4

The Mind Map
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4.1
Research and collation of data

The need to represent an idea
or set of ideas graphically

DIAGRAM
Externalises an idea

STATIC DIAGRAM

ACTIVE DIAGRAM

A diagram which externalises
an idea in order to demonstrate
or convey the idea to an
audience.

A diagram which externalises
an idea in order for the author
to construct an understanding
for
herself
through
the
investigation and testing of the
idea.

THE MIND MAP
A type of Active Diagram used
within architecture which seeks
to construct an understanding
of context in order to
investigate and test ideas which
emerge from that context. It
seeks to generate ideas which
can be used throughout an
architectural project.

Fig.4.01 Diagram of Diagrams: The Mind Map

Using an Architectural Active
Diagram to Understand Context

Both Active and Static diagrams are used within
architecture. The author concentrates specifically on
one type of architectural Active Diagram, referred to
as a Mind Map.
To design an architectural proposal, the architect must
understand the context of the project. Architecture
need not blend into its setting, but before rejecting
it, the architect must first understand it. Context is not
just the immediate physical surroundings of a site.
Belardi contends that alongside the traditional three
dimensions in which architecture is articulated, there
are two additional dimensions: time and culture.23
Context is time and history, social and economic
norms, culture and tradition. Each place at the
scale of the world, country, city or street, is a unique
mixture of different types of context. Consequently,
understanding context presents unique challenges
each time it is undertaken. The Active Diagram gives
the architect the ability to investigate and test ideas;
and thus understand context.
Architecture is a discipline which creates new
phenomena. Therefore, the architectural Active
Diagram must serve not only to investigate the
existing world; it must also be generative. Da Vinci
exemplifies this idea. Both the foetal diagrams and the
diagrams for the development of his flying machines
are Active. However, whilst the former construct an
understanding of an existing phenomenon, the latter
generate something new.
A Mind Map is an analytical drawing, which forces
the architect to think outside the formal elements
represented in scale drawings. It is a drawing produced

Fig.4.02 Da Vinci’s Development of the Flying
Machine through the use of Active Diagrams
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4.2
to catalogue ideas in more than the three dimensions
most used in architecture. There is no space for the
dimensions of time and culture within the traditional
architectural canon of drawing techniques. Scale
drawings, such as plans or sections, represent the
organisation and layout of internal space and external
form. A perspectival drawing is defined by geometrical
hierarchy and focuses on a chosen viewpoint at a
given time. A Mind Map allows connections to form
between time, place, history, social context, systems
and networks. These dimensions are only ever able to
be present in the Mind Map.
The sole purpose of a Static Diagram is to represent
an idea in order to communicate it. The Mind Map
is able to represent an idea, but this is not its sole
purpose. The Mind Map is also able to navigate the
representations made and relate them to one another,
in order to understand context and generate new
ideas.
A Mind Map can be made in any medium. It can be
drawn by hand, or made using computer software or
a three dimensional model. The defining feature of
a Mind Map is the process which links the hand, eye
and brain, the means of exploring an idea and being
forced to confront the issues and connections which
might arise from an idea, in pursuit of new realities.
In this sense, Mind Maps are a means for architects
to construct an understanding of existing realities
through the externalised representations of ideas,
with a view to identifying new possibilities which they
can realise through architecture. The remainder of this
thesis will focus upon the process of constructing Mind
Maps, and examine their purpose as a tool for design.

“LICRA vs Yahoo!”

“LICRA vs Yahoo!” is a Mind Map created by the
author as part of an ongoing architectural project,
based in Marseille, which proposes a new legal
quarter for internet law. It is used to demonstrate
the process and purpose of making Mind Maps.
Through “LICRA vs Yahoo!” the author investigates
a legal case which arose from a clash of legislation
caused by the global internet market. The antiracism organisation, Ligue Internationale Contre
le Racisme et l’Antisémitisme (LICRA), sued yahoo.
com because Yahoo! had allowed the sale of Nazi
memorabilia via their auction site. The sale of such
items, legal in America where Yahoo! is registered,
is illegal in France. Primarily, the Mind Map was
constructed to understand the context of a site in
Marseille in terms of legislation and the relationship
between our current territorial legal systems and
the globalising nature of the internet.
The subject-matter of this Mind Map is not
essential to the author’s process of analysis in this
thesis. Rather it explains the definition of the Mind
Map and demonstrates how the process of making
a Mind Map can be used to investigate a context
which is not, and never has been, only physical.

Fig.4.03 “LICRA vs Yahoo!”
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Before the Mind Map
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The Language of Notation
“…just like language, the symbols that
drawing uses to communicate…are the
bearers of a message.”24

The first step in the construction of a Mind Map is to
create a language of notation with which ideas can
be represented. Notation is defined as “a series or
system of written symbols used to represent…”25
The author uses ‘notation’ as the collective term
for an organised system of signs, which have been
designed in relation to one another.
When creating a notation for Mind Maps, individual
signs are not designed before the process of drawing
begins. Instead, the development of notation is a
process of deciding the overall language that will
be used; it is the decision as to what medium is
used and which type of sign to use. The individual
signs are designed within the process of drawing,
as instinctive responses to ideas. The language of
notation simply facilitates a coherent system.
“LICRA vs Yahoo!” uses abstract symbols which
do not imitate the objects to which they refer. The
author chose this notation for two reasons.
First, a simple and abstract notation can be drawn
quickly. The author can therefore concentrate on
the understanding facilitated by representation,
rather than the representation itself. To maintain a
process of association between ideas, it is essential
that the record of a thought does not hinder its
momentum.

Fig.5.01 Catalogue of Symbols in “LICRA vs
Yahoo!”

Second, an icon or index would imply cultural or
experiential associations which may not be relevant
to the diagram, but a symbol is neutral until meaning
is attributed to it.
Roland Barthes, another semiotician, gives an
example of Paris and the Eiffel Tower. He considers
the tower “…a universal symbol of Paris, it is
everywhere on the globe where Paris is stated as
an image”.26 It is important to note that Barthes is
not using “symbol” in the Peircian sense but as a
synonym for the more generic term “sign”.

Fig.5.02 The traditional image of Paris and

A symbol or sign can hold more than one meaning.
The tower does not mean Paris. It is an index, most
commonly used to signify Parisian culture. It is
also used, in the light of recent events, to signify
strength in the face of terrorism. It’s meaning is a
matter of interpretation which, in turn, is a matter
of the context in which it is read. The author uses
the Mind Map to construct new understanding
and associations, allowing a set of ideas to be
navigated in a new way. Using symbols as a means
of representation allows the pre-existing context of
a sign to be suspended, and interpreted only within
the context of the diagram.

Fig.5.03 A French soldier at Paris’ Charles de

The symbols, when removed from the context of
the Mind Map, do not carry any meaning. They
gain their significance when seen within a network
of association. It is the articulation of different
relationships between symbols, and an organised
system of language that defines the meaning of the
notation.

the Eiffel Tower at night.

Gaulle Airport following the terrorist attacks in
November 2015.
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The Structure of Events
“…they [diagram architects] track
movement and event in space like
choreographers.”27

A Mind Map can explore transitory events. ‘Event’ is
based in time and place. The first mark made when
constructing a Mind Map creates a structure within
which an event can be represented. Each action
or event is situated in relation to the time and the
place where it occurred. The structure created for
“LICRA vs Yahoo!” was a vertical timescale and a
horizontal geographical scale. A space is thereby
created where the transitory and the accidental can
be seen.
It is important to note that it is not the specific
structure illustrated by “LICRA vs Yahoo!” which
is essential. Rather, it is the idea of a structure
concerned with time and place that is necessary. It
is essential that a framework is created within which
an event can be seen.
The diagram does not operate at a set scale. In
“LICRA vs Yahoo!” the structure overlays three
scales of time: years, months and days. The ability
to navigate at multiple scales gives the diagram
a notable advantage over traditional architectural
drawings. It allows an event to be seen, not in
isolation, but as the culmination of a series of
events, which are as significant to understanding
context as the main event.
The French legal code is first introduced to
the diagram in 2000, when legal proceedings
commenced. However, the law which forbade the
sale of Nazi items must be considered in relation to
the German occupation of France (1940-1944), since
this is the root cause for the law. By making this
connection between an event which occurred on

a specific date in 2000, and events which occurred
years earlier, the author is able to understand
why this law was introduced in France, and draw
conclusions as to why LICRA may be sensitive
about Nazi memorabilia. This is set in the wider
context of the French legal code, which was first
introduced in 1804, highlighting the relevance of
legal codes written at a time when neither Nazism,
nor technology’s global impact could be foreseen.
By assuming an unconventional structure, the author
is forced to draw in a new way. Conventional ideas
of time and place are abstracted, and the author
is no longer able to draw anything that relates to
an architectural form. Instead, she must draw only
what is permitted by the structure; she must draw in
time, place and event, rather than height, width and
depth. The Mind Map, therefore, enables the author
to consider context in a space that is removed from
the architectural form, preventing her from rushing
into an architecture without a prior understanding
of the context within which it will reside.
A medium such as film suits the purpose of
capturing events better than a two dimensional
drawing. However, capturing an event is not the
central purpose of the Mind Map diagram. Instead
it seeks to represent an event in an abstract way, so
that it can be investigated.
“We need techniques for abstracting,
for example, to represent ‘twin
phenomena’ or to demonstrate concepts
and generalized schema…”28
It is through this process of abstraction that the
author avoids the ‘tripping line’ of returning to
formal modes of representation, and frees herself to
the possibility of investigating an existing condition
in a new way.
Fig.5.04-5.05 The structural elements of

“LICRA vs Yahoo!” shown in Isolation: Time
and Geography

6

Communication through
a Mind Map

Fig.6.01-6.12 Drawing ‘event’ within a
structure of vertical time and horizontal
geography
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The Line that Asks and Answers
“Learning from the existing landscape
is a way of being a revolutionary for an
architect.”29

Once the notation and structure of the Mind Map
have been decided, events and actions can be drawn.
The author can then use the Mind Map to ask herself
questions.
“LICRA vs Yahoo!” began with: “Why did LICRA
sue Yahoo!?” The question must be manipulated
to sit within the structure of the diagram. The Mind
Map asks the author “When did it happen?” to find
the question’s time co-ordinate, and “Where are the
litigants based?” to find the question’s place coordinates. The author must find the answers to these
secondary questions before even the first question
can be externally represented.
Once the questions of “when” and “where” have
been answered, the author can return to the question
“why”. In verbal dialogue, the response would be
simple: “Yahoo! were allowing the sale of Nazi
memorabilia on their auction website, which is illegal
in France”. However, this response does not fit the
structure of the diagram, and so, to represent the
answer, more questions are asked: “What is Nazi
memorabilia in terms of time and place?”; “What is
the Yahoo! Auction site?”; “What is the French legal
system?”; “Why and how is the French legal system
different to the American legal system?”; “Why is it
illegal to sell Nazi Memorabilia in France?” Answering
each question diagrammatically, new questions arise.
The structure of the Mind Map requires the author to
ask these further questions. Without the structure, the
first question would be the last.

The author can be naive and inquisitive; the diagram
reflects and inspires fractal thought and research.
Fractal thought describes a process of infinite division,
whereby every mark made is an answer which asks new
questions, none of which carry more significance than
any other. Uniquely by this process, the author may
consider multiple ideas equally and simultaneously.
A verbal conversation operates linearly — a question
is asked and an answer is given. It does not have the
capacity to support many conversations at once. A
Mind Map asks the author to play the part of researcher,
thinker, viewer and drawer all at the same time, whilst
navigating increasingly diverse routes of thought.
A Mind Map is potentially infinite. No statement is
included in the drawing until it has been justified and
contextualised by the structure of the drawing. Ideas
are contextualised by a series of other ideas, which
themselves are re-contextualised by connections
to previous ideas. The creator does not impose her
understanding on the diagram, rather she uses it to
identify questions that need answering.
Thus by using a Mind Map the creator initiates
communication between herself and the diagram,
and between herself as the drawer and herself as the
viewer.
Fig.6.13 Diagram of Fractal Thought
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The Act of Wandering

Glanville describes design as an act of wandering.
Using the metaphor of seeking a place for a picnic,
he states:
“Without any particular reason I move
onward in some direction…and making an
unpredictable number of difficult to justify
choices, I eventually find myself somewhere
lovely…I can now (after the event) explain
how I got here, but at the time there was
no reasoning.”30
This is the action of the Mind Map creator. The Mind
Map forces the creator to make a series of decisions in
order to continue the process of exploration. Although
the decisions are not planned, they are informed,
since they sit within the context of the drawing. The
creator follows the logic of the Mind Map in order
to arrive at a place she could not have reached
without the process. Where the creator of the Mind
Map differs from Glanville’s search for a picnic spot,
is that she can explore multiple routes, testing each
set of decisions simultaneously, and come to a more
informed conclusion. Glanville explains that the place
at which he arrives is not the only possible place for a
picnic, much as the conclusions taken from the Mind
Map are not the only possible conclusions. However,
they are appropriate to the project because they
“fit the moment”.31 Through a process of exploring
possibility, the creator reaches conclusions which are
not absolute, but are appropriate to the context in
which they are made, because they are the product of
the process.

6.3

The Internal Interpretant

Peirce’s interpretant is an external reader in the
signification that occurs between the referent and
the object. However, the Mind Map creator acts as
an interpretant to the signification, which she herself
engineers. By asking and answering questions within
the Mind Map, she establishes a feedback loop and
must evaluate and read each question and answer,
both in the chronological sequence of the drawing
and in the overall composition of a network of signs.
She is acting as an internal interpretant, reading her
own representations of her ideas in order to construct
an understanding.
Peirce considers the interpretant to be as important
to the signification as the sign and the object. His
organisation of the three elements, in a triangle,
implies influences from all three upon each other.
The process is not linear from object to referent to
interpretant; instead, meaning flows between them.
The role of the interpretant, therefore, is essential
to the process of signification because it is through
interpretation that the sign is given meaning. There
is no inherent meaning in the referent. It is given
meaning by its relationships with both the object and
the interpretant. The diagram, as a system of signs,
also means nothing until it is interpreted.

referent

object

interpretant

Fig.6.14 Peirce’s Semiotic Triangle

Part Three:

The Purpose of Mind Maps
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To Generate Ideas
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Law

of

Two hurdles face the architect in the early stages
of a project. First, the architect must generate an
idea which is appropriate to the context defined
by the physical and virtual conditions of a site.
Once one idea is produced, a number of similar
or contradictory ideas immediately follow. These
lead to the second hurdle: the architect must test a
number of ideas simultaneously, without committing
to any one of them.

Networks

Drawing Manual for LICRA vs Yahoo!

See Law of Networks: Drawing Manual for
LICRA vs Yahoo! for more information.

Glanville asserts the idea that drawing is a circular
and interpretive process:
“…we make a mark and we look at it and
we make another mark…….. In switching
between drawer and viewer, we are able
to hold a conversation with ourselves
through the medium of paper and
pencil.”32
The conversation with oneself, as the creator
switches between the two roles of viewer and
05.04.00_ Cease & Desist
drawer, acts in much the same way as a conventional
verbal conversation. Ideas are not transferred
whole between participants; words mediate
between participants and are interpreted. The
20.05.00_ LICRA enters an participants
Order
build their own meaning of the ideas
communicated to them. Mind Mapping is a process
of communicating ideas between the hand which
draws the Mind Map and the mind which interprets
the marks representing ideas.
LICRA sends “cease and desist” letter to Yahoo!’s
Santa Clara headquarters. The French Court found
that approximately 1,000 Nazi and Third Reich related
objects, including Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf, The
Protocol of the Elders of Zion, and purported “evidence”
that the gas chambers of the Holocaust did not exist.

Because any French citizen is able to access these
materials on Yahoo.com directly or through a link on
Yahoo.fr, the French Court concluded that the auction site
violates Section R645-1 of the French Criminal Code.

LICRA threatened to take legal action unless
Yahoo! took steps to prevent such sales within eight
days. LICRA utilize the United States Marshal’s
Office to serve Yahoo! with process in California.

The French Court enter an order requiring Yahoo! to:

1_eliminate French citizens’ access to any material
on the site that offers for sale any Nazi objects;

2_post a warning to French citizens on Yahoo.
fr that any search through Yahoo.com may lead
to sites containing material prohibited by Section
R645-1 and that such viewing of the prohibited
material may result in legal action against the user.
The French Court set a return date in July 2000 for
Yahoo! to demonstrate its compliance with the order.

Yahoo! asks French Court to reconsider the terms of
the order because they claim that although it could
post the warning on Yahoo.fr, compliance with the
order’s requirements is technologically impossible.

20.11.00_

Yahoo!

Responds

Using US Marshal’s Office, France reaffirms its order of
May 20, with an order to comply within 3 months or face
penalty of $13,300 per day of non compliance, to be
claimed from Californian Headquarters, not Yahoo.fr.
Yahoo!
responds
by
posting
the
warning
and
prohibits
postings
in
of
R645-1
from
appearing
on

It is the communication between the creator’s
mind, eye and hand that makes the Mind Map
both an observational and generative tool. By
externally representing a context, within a network
of other contexts, the opportunity is created for
the creator to interpret or re-interpret it. Each new
required
violation
Yahoo.fr.

They also amend their auction policy by prohibiting
the auctioning items that promote, glorifies, or is
directly associated with groups known for hateful acts.
Expressive media (e.g. books/ films) are subject to
more permissive standards as determined by Yahoo!

However, they have not prevented access to numerous
other sites which “may be construed as constituting an
apology for Nazism or a contesting of Nazi crimes.”
With regard to this, they file a complaint in this US
District Court seeking a judgment that the French
Court’s orders are not enforceable because they lack
the technology to block French citizens from accessing
them. They therefore, cannot comply with the order
without banning Nazi-related material altogether. They
claim that such a ban would infringe upon its rights
under the 1st Amendment to the US Constitution.

27.11.01_

Verdict

Given

An american court grants a verdict with regard to Yahoo!’s
claim against LICRA. They grant that Yahoo! can continue
to sell such items on yahoo.com but not on yahoo.fr.

Fig.7.01 “LICRA vs Yahoo!”

Law_LICRA v Yahoo!

Understanding global legal systems
by analysing three individual cases
& how court action was undertaken.
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Networks

Drawing Manual for The Law on Information

interpretation is drawn back into the Mind Map, so
that the drawing becomes an iterative process, each
iteration recorded within the same space as the
previous ones. Thus ideas are layered, developed
and contextualised so that new iterations or entirely
new ideas are conceived.

See Law of Networks: Drawing Manual for
The Law on Information for more information.

Note that the extent to which this technique can
generate ideas from an investigation of context is
not limited to a context evolving from a single site.
A Mind Map can investigate and test systems which
operate within an existing context, and generate
new ideas in the form of a proposed network.
Figures 7.01, 7.02, 7,03 and 7.04 were made within
the same project, but navigate different ideas of
context. Figure 7.01 is “LICRA vs Yahoo!”, which
operates at a global scale. “LICRA vs Yahoo!” was
made as part of a series, each of which approaches
the ideas of internet law differently and at a different
scale. Figures 7.02 and 7.03 are the other drawings
made within that series, “Law on Information” and
“Greenpeace
vs EDF”. Figure 7.04 is built upon the
07.01.15_Char ie e do Attac
s
previous diagrams to propose a new network at the
01.04.15_La
on In or scale
ation
of a building site.
At 11:30 local time, Sa d and Ch rif Kouachi,
forced entry into the offices of Charlie Hebdo
in Paris, the French satirical newspaper. They
killed 11 people and injured 11 others in the
building and a Police officer outside the building.

A bill is proposed to increase the rights of the
government with regard to surveillance without
the prior permission of a judge. The process
is fast tracked in response to the attacks.

1 .04.15_

an e Va s

peech

Through each drawing, ideas are generated which
influence the architectural proposal.

French Prime Minister, Manuel alls defended the law
in a speech. Following this, an opinion poll was taken.
63
were
in
favor
of
restricting
civil
liberties
in
order
to
combat
terrorism.
However,
33
said
they
were
opposed
to
the
proposed
legislation.
Following
for
three

this,
the
days
in

05.05.15_ he

proposal
was
the
National

debated
Assembly.

ationa Asse

The National Assembly approves the law which
will allow intelligence gathering powers by the
government on French Citizens, with a large majority
of 43 out of 526 votes in favour of the proposition.
The bill is supported primaily by the Socialist Party, the
current ruling party, and the UMP, led by the former
President Nicolas Sarkozy.
However, much opposition comes from activist
groups,
buissness
leaders
and
journalists.
They base their objections of vague language,
which
allows
interpretation
to
a
dangerous
degree with regard to privacy and human rights.

0 .05.15_ o ande s

ed e

04.0 .15_ assed at the

enate

As a response to objections, the president, Fran ois
Hollande,
pledges
to
submit
the
legislation
to
the
Conseil
Consitutionnel,
who
regulate
and oversea the passing on new legislature.

The law goes to the Senate, where it is passed.
The law sets out the legal framework within which
eight French intellegence agencies can gather
information.
It also creates a new regulative body, the Commission
nationale de contr le des techniques de renseignement,
CNCTR. It is a nine person committee, led by the Prime
Minister, that will oversee the surveillance operations.
It has the power to refer concerns to France’s highest
administrative court, the Council of State (Conseil d’ tat).

2 .07.15_Consei Constit tionne

The Conseil Constitutionnel review the legislation.
The decide to uphold the law, with three
ammendements required before the law comes into
effect. These amendments include the prohibition
of
intercepting
overseas
communications.
Some aspects of the law went into effect immediately. Other
provisions were implemented by decrees at later dates.

Fig.7.02 “Law on Information”

Law_On Information

Understanding global legal systems
by analysing three individual cases
& how court action was undertaken.

Law

of

Networks

Drawing Manual for Greenpeace vs EDF

See Law of Networks: Drawing Manual for
reenpeace vs EDF for more information.

n no n date in 2004_

ra

s

In 2004, EDF hire security and private investigation firm
Kragus, to gain information about reenpeace’s plans to
protest a new power station. This, in itself, is technically
legal. It is termed “strategic surveillance”.

2 .0 .0 _

o d Landis

In July of 2006 Floyd Landis, an American cyclist, born
in Pennsylvania in 1 5, wins the 3rd Tour de France.
However, he is stripped of his title on 27.0 .0 , following a
positive drug test, for performance enhancing drugs.
Landis hires Kragus to hack the computer of the French
anti-doping agency, which had accused him of using the
drugs.

2 .10.0 _ Accidenta

vidence

Whilst investigating the Landis anti-doping case,
investigators stumble upon evidence of additional hacking
activities undertaken by Kragus. They find evidence that
the emails of Yannick Jadot, the then campaign director for
reenpeace, have been hacked. In total, 1,400 documents
were taken illegally by Kragus, specifically, Thierry Lorho
and Alain uirros, a senior computer expert.

1 .02.07_Lorho Ad its

ac in

Lorho admits to obtaining the documents illegally by
hacking the comuputer of Yannick Jadot. reenpeace seek
legal action against Kragus and EDF, after the hacking is
traced back to them.

10.04.0 _ D

ead

arters Raid

Two senior executives at EDF are held responsible for
authorising the Kragus’ activities, Pierre Fran ois and his
superior, Pascal Durieux. They are immediately suspended
by EDF. Kragus claim that they were instructed by Fran ois
and Durieux to hack Jadot’s emails. However, this is refuted.

2 .04.0 _

D

10.11.11_

Co rt

vs

ra

s

EDF claim that Kragus voided their contract by taking their
instruction too far. Lorho denies this, and the Tribunal de
rande Instance refuse to accept the case.

at

anterre

At a Tribunal de
rande Instance in Nanterre, judge
Isabelle Prevost-Desprez finds in favour of reenpeace.
She rules that EDF gave their employees “carte blanche” to
hire the hackers to spy on reenpeace. She ordered against
both EDF and Kragus. EDF is ordered to pay 1.5 million to
the court and 550,000 to reenpeace, with 50,000 going
directly to Jadot. She also sentences Fran ois and Durieux
to three years in prison and orders Durieux to pay a 10,000
fine. Lorho and uirros are given three and two year prison
sentences, respectively, and each order to pay a 4,000 fine.
EDF, maintaining their lack of involvement in the hacking
activities, pledge to appeal the case.

0 .02.1 _ Co rt at Versai es
Having pledged to appeal the ruling made in Nanterre in
2011, EDF take the case to the Cour d’Appel in ersailles.
Here, EDF were cleared of all charges, and were not
ordered to pay the 1.5 million and 550,000 fines, as was
set out in Nanterre. In addition, the case against Fran ois
was thrown out. However, the court ruled in support of the
original ruling and upheld Durieux’s sentencing, as well as
the sentencing of the Kragus employees.

Fig.7.03 “Greenpeace vs EDF”

Law_ reenpeace vs EDF

Understanding global legal systems
by analysing three individual cases
& how court action was undertaken.

Fig.7.04 “The International Court of Internet
Law”
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The Mind Map is the only architectural tool which
allows ideas to remain as ideas whilst still becoming
physically manifested. The movement between
ideas and conventional architectural drawing or
built-piece is a translation, whereby an idea is
converted “from one language to another”.33 It
is converted from the language of the virtual into
that of built architecture. As often happens when
translating between languages, meaning is lost
through conversion.
The Mind Map is a means of transposition34,
whereby “transpose” means “to alter the order
of…, or the position of [a thing] in a series.”35 The
diagram does not change an idea into something
else, but represents it physically.
A translation removes an idea from its original
context, and so permanently changes it’s meaning.
A transposition does not alter the state of the idea.
The idea and its representation are interchangeable,
so the idea can remain an idea until it has been
tested.
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project. Kulper calls this simplification a “Crisis of
Reduction”.
“I try to visualize and support ideas long
enough to see if they might be relevant
to a project in the long run. Increasingly,
I am less judgmental about possible
ideas for a project, especially in the early
phases of a project – about whether
everything in play is suitable for the
piece of work.”37
Within architecture, it is expected that at some
point an idea will become an architectural form,
which is at least a comprehensive proposal or
solution to a problem. The Mind Map does not
prevent this eventual translation of ideas. It does,
however, provide a space in which the architect can
encourage a growth of ideas, within context, via
transposition, so that they are more fully developed
by the stage of translation, and therefore, are more
specific to and indicative of the project.

Perry Kulper uses his “Thinking Drawings” to
mediate possibilities and communicate ideas
between his mind and the drawing. Maintaining a
transpositional dialogue between his mind and his
hand, he can layer information, opportunities and
questions in order to move “between certainties
explored in the space of representation and
hunches, guesses and flat out shots in the dark…”36
A Mind Map provides an opportunity to maintain a
complex and transparent process. A Static Diagram
or conventional scale drawing by contrast simplifies
ideas, concealing and reducing the scope of the
Fig.8.01 Perry Kulper, 1997, David’s Island
Strategic Plot Drawing
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To Revisit Ideas
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9.2
So far, this thesis has concentrated on Mind Maps
as a process of investigation. This section examines
their use when that process is paused in favour
of more traditional architectural representations.
This step in the design process is necessary, since
architecture must not only consider ideas, but also
communicate them as built forms.

9.1

Mind Mapping “Now”

The Mind Map can be put on hold, but is never
truly complete. Its creator may put it aside but the
questions remain. The creator is allowed to navigate
events in time and capture and understand one
moment in context. The Mind Map is a snapshot
of “now” which, as a transitory moment, is never
static. It is forever out of date, and always needs
updating. It is an eternal “work in progress” which
can be extended, re-thought and re-interpreted to
incorporate new ideas, conditions and events.

Re-Interpretation

Once a set of ideas has evolved through Mind
Mapping, the architect must remove herself from
that process to begin a new process: translation
from idea into architectural form. In translating, the
relationships between ideas are broken. They are
twisted and diluted to fit the mould of architectural
form. The Mind Map remains the purest form of the
ideas and continues to act as a tool for reference
and thought, albeit in a new way.
Returning to the Mind Map at a later stage, the lens
through which the drawing is viewed is re-calibrated.
Three factors, unique to the Mind Map, build upon
one another to make this possible. First, the Mind
Map is polysemic. Its symbols mean nothing until
they are interpreted. Therefore, the Mind Map
contains multiple meanings, since a different
interpretation of those signs and their connections
to one another are what give it meaning. Second,
the interpretation is influenced by context. A
connection that might once have been read one
way, can be interpreted differently in hindsight.
Third, in removing herself from the process, the
architect no longer reads the diagram as the
chronological development of ideas. Instead, she
can see it as the product of a process, where layers
of event become flattened, densities of information
become apparent and iterations of ideas become
interwoven. The overriding themes of the Mind
Map become more visible to the creator, who can
now read the diagram as a whole, rather than as a
series of choices and marks on paper.
The Mind Map, therefore, acts as a tool for
understanding context, not just as a process, but
as a product; and is able to facilitate new ideas,
even after the creator feels she has exhausted its
process.

Part Four:
Conclusions

10

Architecture from Mind
Maps
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10.1 The Process and Purpose of Mind
Mapping
A Mind Map is an Active Diagram which is specific
to architecture. Through this thesis, the author has
sought to investigate the process and purpose of
Mind Mapping.
The importance of the diagram generally lies in its
ability to transcend the purely physical and allow
the creator to navigate the virtual, the transitory
and the physical simultaneously. The creator does
not just represent an idea through the Mind Map
but investigates and tests it. The Mind Map, as a
specialised tool for the architect, allows her to
generate new ideas, via a process of understanding
an existing context. Thus, the Mind Map, unlike
many Active Diagrams, is not just a tool for the
investigation and testing of complex and layered
connections between concepts, but also for design.
A Mind Map requires two pre-conditions. First, a
consistent language of notation must be devised.
The decision must be made whether the Mind Map
will remain ambiguous in it’s meaning through the
use of abstracted symbols, or whether to accept the
bias contained within icons and indices. Second,
the creator must decide upon a structure. For
example, “LICRA vs Yahoo!” is constructed around a
framework of time at several scales, and geography
at the scale of the world. The relationship between
time and place is essential to the Mind Map,
because it is used to understand an event located
in time and place.

The structure is critical, because it controls its
most important function - to act as a tool for
communication and interpretation between the
hand, mind and eye of the author. This mode of
communication is both the means of understanding
context and generating new ideas.
The Mind Map acts not simply as a tool at the
beginning of a design process but also as a
product, which can be re-visited and re-thought by
the author.
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10.2 The Mind Map in Practice
Central to this thesis is the assertion that the Mind
Map enables an idea to be preserved as an idea
through a process of transposition, so that the
architect is able to interrogate it fully before and
after translating it into architecture.
Vidler suggests that the diagram, used in the
more general sense of a tool for representation,
is linked to Utopia, not just because Utopias are
fundamentally diagrammatic, but because diagrams
are themselves a utopia for the idea.38
“...a diagram is not a sketch…and a
diagram is not a plan… It is a kind of
neither/nor of delineation, a neutral
zone, where certain relations are mapped
precisely but without aura…”39
Through the inevitable process of translation when
an architect converts an idea into a physical proposal,
an idea is diluted. It is incapable of surviving the
process of translation without the loss of connections
to other ideas, leading to simplification. When
an idea is transposed into a physical form via the
Mind Map, it is represented using a symbol. The
symbol, as defined by Peirce, does not carry its
own meaning, nor does it imply any meaning other
than that attributed by the creator. The Mind Map
is a “neutral zone”40, a Utopia where the idea can
remain as a perfect Platonic ideal, unaffected by
the constraints applied to architectural forms or the
bias implied by its representation.
Thus the Mind Map is an essential tool for the
architect at the beginning of the design process,
and a reference throughout the project. Within
current architectural practice, the Mind Map is seen
as a stepping stone, used at the early stages of the
design process but often dismissed as soon as it
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has served its first purpose, in favour of the more
traditional plans and sections which dictate the
actual form of architecture.
Daniel Libeskind is known partly for his production
of diagrams, some of which can be categorised as
Mind Maps. Libeskind asserts the importance of an
understanding of context. In reference to the Jewish
Museum in Berlin, Libeskind’s website states:

Fig.10.01 Daniel Libeskind, 1991, Out of Line

“Daniel Libeskind’s design, which was
created a year before the Berlin Wall
came down, was based on three insights:
it is impossible to understand the
history of Berlin without understanding
the enormous contributions made by
its Jewish citizens; the meaning of the
Holocaust must be integrated into the
consciousness and memory of the city of
Berlin; and, finally, for its future, the City
of Berlin and the country of Germany
must acknowledge the erasure of Jewish
life in its history.”41
Fig.10.01 shows Libeskind’s early stage investigation
of Berlin through a Mind Map. However, once the
building is proposed in plan and section [Fig.10.0210.06] the Mind Map is no longer included in the
design process. We are not presented with any
evidence that the building responds to any of
the ideas represented in the Mind Maps, only the
translation of the ideas generated by the Mind Map
in an architectural form.
The Mind Map can be re-visited throughout the
design process because it serves as a record of the
integrity of ideas at the beginning. It can serve,
therefore, as a point of reference for the architect
who wants to retain that integrity past the point of
translation.

Fig.10.02-10.06 Daniel Libeskind, 1999,
Jewish Museum, Berlin
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10.3 Why Make Mind Maps Today?
One of the architect’s most important roles is to
construct an understanding of context. The world
has seen the rapid development of cities. New
transport and sanitation infrastructures have been
constructed, cities have expanded their boundaries
and, with the birth of the internet, a new territory
has been created which is both globally and locally
significant. Context is not just concerned with the
physical immediacy of a site, but also the ability of
physical spaces to facilitate event, culture, tradition
and history. Context is defined by its place in
time, as well as its geographical location. In both
the physical and non-physical sense, context has
become larger than ever before.
The Mind Map provides a space in which the
architect can investigate, test and understand the
forces which define the way in which we design
and think about architecture. Nothing is isolated;
everything has a consequence beyond itself, and
it is essential that architects are conscious of this
when they design interventions into the network of
connections in which we live.
Context has never been just a matter of physical
proximity. An understanding of culture, tradition
and event have always been integral to the design of
cities. Where once the context of a city was confined
to its people, advancements in travel and our ability
to connect to other places virtually through the
internet means that culture is no longer limited by
location. As a tool to explore alternatives, the Mind
Map is increasingly important to the architectural
role as the scope and complexity of context has
grown. The Mind Map is now more essential to the
architect than ever before.

11

Epilogue: The Author’s
Use of Mind Mapping
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“LICRA vs Yahoo!” was created as part of a series,
in the early stages of an architectural project and
comprising three Mind Maps. The series not only
began to develop a language of notation, but,
additionally, a new set of attitudes towards the
issue of international internet law. The following
drawings and descriptions document the process
undertaken by the author, which began with “Three
Legal Cases”, and through a continuing process
of Mind Mapping, resulted in an architectural
proposal, shown as a 1:1500 masterplan and a 1:100
building proposal for a new courthouse.

Fig.11.01 “Three Legal Cases”
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The first step towards converting the preliminary
Mind Maps into physical, architectural strategies
was to extract and catalogue a set of actions or ideas
generated by the drawing. Figures 11.01-11.03 show
the extraction of two concepts: the clashing of legal
systems and the shifting of legislation. A decision
was made not to isolate symbols, but to extract
parts of a system so that the symbols remain, for as
long as possible, as nodes of a network.

Fig.11.02-11.04 Identifying and Extracting
Actions of Clashing and Shifting Legislation
from “LICRA vs Yahoo!”
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Fig.11.05 Catalogue of Extracted Actions
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Next, a proposal at the scale of a masterplan was
made and the actions were applied to a single
building scale site, which would become the location
of a courthouse. At this stage, the diagram must be
translated from idea to architectural proposal, so
inevitably there are subtleties of connection seen in
the Mind Map that are lost.

Fig.11.06 Example of actions in the city:
Shifting Routes

Fig.11.07 Proposed Main Axis and Shifting
Routes

Fig.11.08 Masterplan of Actions

Fig.11.09 Masterplan for Marseille Legal
Quarter
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In order to mediate this translation, a new Mind Map
was made, which allowed the author to rethink the
initial legal case drawings at the scale of a building.
For example, the scale of the main timeline is
reduced to that of a week, rather than years, and the
relationships between individuals can be shown, as
opposed to the relationships between corporations
and countries.
The diagram was then re-drawn, as a three
dimensional diagram of routes, planes and shadows.
From the three dimensional diagram, an architecture
began to evolve, one which allows the elements
of the Mind Maps to exist within an enclosure.
The diagram does not become the architecture,
in terms of walls and floors, but is allowed to exist
transitorily within the space created.

Fig.11.10 The ICIJ, Proposal Diagram

Fig.11.11 3D Drawing of Shadows and
Planes, Extracted from Proposal Diagram

Fig.11.12-11.13 General Arrangement

Drawings of Courthouse
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